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ABSTRACT 

The southern Piedmont region of Virginia currently has a competitive market for biomass or 

“wood fuel” in addition to established markets for conventional roundwood products.  This 

market includes an 80 MW wood fired electrical power plant which began operating in 1994 as 

well as two paper mills purchasing wood fuel to supplement energy production at their facilities. 

Logging businesses in this region have had the opportunity for over 15 years to adapt their 

harvesting operations to supply wood fuel along with conventional roundwood products.  A mail 

survey of wood fuel producers in this established and competitive market was conducted to 

determine operating strategies and equipment utilized for producing wood fuel.  The survey had a 

response rate of 52.2%.  Results indicate that 96% of producers integrate wood fuel production 

into conventional roundwood harvesting operations.  Most operations utilize a single loader for 

processing roundwood and wood fuel however 31% utilize multiple loaders with a single loader 

dedicated to wood fuel production.  Eleven percent of operations utilize a strategy of rotating a 

single chipper among multiple logging crews.  Wood fuel is produced using a chipper on 96% of 

operations and a grinder on 4% of operations.  Seventy percent of chippers are disc style and 30% 

use drum style chippers.  Operations tend to utilize older chippers with an average age of 12.7 

years and a median of 600 horsepower. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Piedmont of Virginia currently has a competitive market for biomass or “wood fuel” in 

addition to markets for conventional forest products.  The primary consumer in this wood fuel 

market is an 80 MW electrical power generation facility constructed in 1994 near Hurt, VA.  In 

addition to electricity production, two paper mills also purchase wood fuel to supplement energy 

production at their manufacturing facilities.  All three facilities (Figure 1) are located in the 

southern Piedmont region of Virginia.  
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Figure 1:  Location of study area’s three wood fuel consuming facilities within the Piedmont 

region of Virginia. 

Logging businesses in this area have had the opportunity for over 15 years to adapt their 

harvesting operations to meet the needs of this market for wood fuel along with conventional 

roundwood products.  A previous survey of Virginia’s logging business owners (Bolding et al. 

2010) indicated that 16% of loggers in the Piedmont region used whole tree chippers to harvest 

logging residues.  Further analysis of this logger survey data (Barrett et al. 2010) indicated that 

most of these loggers were using whole tree chippers to produce dirty chips almost exclusively 

on mechanized harvesting operations utilizing rubber tired feller bunchers and grapple skidders.  

However, this data did not include information on characteristics of the chippers or operating 

strategies for harvesting wood fuel.   

Within an existing competitive market for wood fuel, one of the research objectives for this 

project is to determine the equipment mix and operating strategies utilized by logging businesses 

currently producing wood fuel in the piedmont of Virginia. This study utilized a mail survey to 

collect operational information from wood fuel producers.  Similar studies have utilized field 

visits (Spinelli and Hartsough 2001) and a phone survey (Dirkswager et al. 2011) of biomass 

producers.  Identifying operating strategies utilized by logging businesses producing wood fuel in 

this region could help logging businesses and forest managers understand the best strategies for 

integrating wood fuel harvesting into their operations if markets become available in other 

regions.   

METHODS 

Data collection was performed using a mail survey of current wood fuel producers delivering to 

biomass consuming facilities in the Piedmont of Virginia.  The population consisted of wood fuel 

supplier lists provided by an electrical power plant and a paper mill.  The mailing list included 

wood fuel suppliers who had delivered in-woods produced wood fuel in the past year.  This list 
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did not include suppliers of mill residues such as bark and sawdust.  The combined mailing list 

included addresses for 94 wood fuel suppliers.  A questionnaire was developed and mailed during 

November and December 2010 using a series of mailings modeled after the Dillman (2000) 

method. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Response rate 
Of the 94 questionnaires mailed to wood fuel producers, two were returned incomplete with an 

explanation that the survey did not apply to them.  One producer was no longer in business and 

the other did not produce wood fuel from forest harvesting sites.  After removing those, the 

adjusted population consisted of 92 wood fuel producer businesses.  Forty eight questionnaires 

were returned for a response rate of 52.2 percent.  

Operating strategies 
Wood fuel production can occur either before, during, or after conventional roundwood 

harvesting.  Ninety six percent of producers indicated that their wood fuel production normally 

occured during a roundwood harvesting operation with roundwood and wood fuel produced 

simultaneously.  Integrating wood fuel production into a conventional harvesting operation 

requires some adjustments to in-woods operations.  Sixty-five percent of operations simply added 

a chipper to the system and use a single loader for producing roundwood and wood fuel.  In 

contrast, multiple loaders are utilized on 31 percent of operations with a loader dedicated to wood 

fuel production. Another 4 percent of respondents sometimes use both methods. 

Some logging businesses with multiple crews have developed an operating strategy to better 

utilize the high production capacity of their chipper.  These operations use one chipper to rotate 

among multiple logging crews.  Utilizing this strategy allows the operation to accumulate 

material for chipping so that when the chipper arrives at the landing it can chip the accumulated 

wood plus chip wood brought to the landing while it is operating.  This strategy of using a single 

chipper for multiple logging crews is utilized by 11 percent of wood fuel producers. 

Equipment utilized for wood fuel production 
Whole tree chippers are generally the preferred method for producing wood fuel with 96 percent 

of operations utilizing a chipper.  Only two respondents indicated that they used a grinder and 

both indicated it was a tub grinder.  One of the businesses using a grinder was primarily a land 

clearing operation and sometimes grinds logging residues.  The other was a large multi crew 

operation. 

For operations using a chipper to produce wood fuel, 70 percent indicated they used a disc style 

chipper while 30 percent used a drum style chipper.  In addition to the style of chipper, producers 

were asked to provide information about other optional features of their chippers.  Chippers with 

an infeed deck were utilized by 46 percent of operations (Table 1) and 23 percent of chippers had 

an attached loader.  Six percent of operations indicated their chipper had a chain flail and 

presumably these operations would be capable of producing clean chips when using the flail and 

produce wood fuel without using the flail. 
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Table 1: Optional features of chippers used for wood fuel production. 

   Chipper options n Percent of chippers with option 

Infeed deck 22 46 

Attached loader 11 23 

Chain-flail 3 6 

    

Chipper manufacturers 
Wood fuel producers reported using chippers from six different manufacturers (Table 2) with 

Morbark (47%) listed as the most common make of chipper.  Horsepower reported for wood fuel 

chippers ranged from 150 to 950 horsepower.  The median horsepower for each manufacturer 

ranged from 455 HP for Precision chippers to 750 HP for Trelan chippers.  The median power for 

all wood fuel chippers is 600 horsepower.  

Table 2:  Wood fuel producer responses for make, horsepower, and age of chippers used to 

produce wood fuel in the Piedmont of Virginia. 

    

 

   

  

Horsepower 

 

 Age (yrs) 

  Chipper 

Make n Min Max Median 

 

Min Max Mean 

Morbark  23 150 860 600  1 40 17 

Trelan  9 550 800 750  5 17 10.3 

Woodsman 6 250 950 650  1 5 2 

Bandit 4 275 500 475  10 20 12.5 

Precision  4 450 600 455  14 20 16.3 

Dynamic  3 500 500 500  1 3 2 

Overall  49 150 950 600  1 40 12.7 

     

 

    

Results indicate that wood fuel chippers utilized on logging operations are relatively old.  Ages 

ranged from a minimum of one year to a maximum of 40 years.  Woodsman and Dynamic 

chippers had a mean age of two years, but these manufacturers represent only 18 percent of all 

chippers.  The remaining makes of chippers are substantially older with mean ages ranging from 

10.3 to 17 years.  The relatively old age of chippers is likely influenced by markets and 

production levels of the wood fuel producers.  The market for wood fuel in this region is variable 

and price can fluctuate considerably.  When demand and price go down, many loggers will stop 

chipping production and leave logging residues in the woods until prices increase and it is 

profitable to harvest and transport again.  The amount of wood fuel material available for 

chipping on a logging operation is generally relatively low compared to the chipping capacity of 

larger chippers so they tend to be idle much of the time.  With the combination of cyclical 
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demand and relatively low chipper utilization, many loggers have adopted the strategy of buying 

older chippers and investing less money than they would with newer chippers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Within a competitive market for wood fuel, loggers in the Piedmont region of Virginia have been 

able to adapt their operations to produce an additional product.  Loggers have primarily 

accomplished this through the addition of a chipper to their harvesting system and produce wood 

fuel during the conventional roundwood harvest.  Most producers simply modified their system 

by adding a chipper to their landing.  The majority of operations utilize older disc style chippers 

and operate with a single loader to handle roundwood and wood fuel.  About one third of 

operations added a loader and utilize multiple loaders with one dedicated to wood fuel 

production.  These producers have demonstrated that when competitive markets are available it is 

possible for a range of logging operations to successfully adapt their harvesting system to 

produce wood fuel along with conventional roundwood products. 
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